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Michelle: Hi guys, this is Michelle Nickolaisen, recording one of the hot seats for Systems 
201, and I have Mara Belzer, I said it right, right?

Mara: Yep.

Michelle: Okay, so can you just tell everybody a little bit about who you are and what you 
do and where they can find you on the web, Mara?

Mara: Yeah, thanks Michelle!  So, I help people build personality-driven brands, and I 
specifically focus on helping people bring out the weirder aspects of their 
personality, and mix it with your skill set and your past experience to really 
build a very intuitive and authentic, if you will, brand based on what you do best.  
And you can find my website at marabelzer.com.  And I'd love to hear from you.

Michelle: Okay, so you're the hot seat for the growing business.  Would you want to just 
talk just, maybe give just a really quick overview of where you're at in your 
business right now, and we're going to be pretty much covering systematizing 
and streamlining your service packages, how to create accurate time estimates, 
and things like that.  So can you talk a little bit about where that's at in your 
business right now?

Mara: Yeah, so.  I, well just a little bit of background.  I've been a graphic designer for 
14 years, and up until this point most of my programs had been design-related 
programs, so now I'm really moving a lot more into coaching and consulting.  
And I have these two new programs that I'm really trying to utilize more.  An 
issue that I've come up against in the past, which Michelle has given me some 
great advice on, is how to not overbook myself.  And that has been a huge issue 
for me, not understanding how much time things will actually take me, and how 
many clients I can take on at one time.  Does that answer your question?

Michelle: Yeah, I think that's good.  Okay, so, some of this I know that you've done, we're 
going to talk about it just for the sake of everyone else, one of the things I really 
recommend for people once your business is actively working and you've got 
new clients coming in, is creating a system, and when I say system in this sense I 
mean pretty much a task list of each service package, if you have actual package 
services instead of something that's more ongoing.  Just something as simple as 
creating a task list, so that you can set it up as a project template, and whatever 
tool you use, or even if it's just something as simple as keeping it in Google Docs 



so that whenever you get a new client you can work down the list, and you know 
exactly what's coming next.  And I think you've, do you have that in place for 
your current services, the ones that you're working on, Mara?

Mara: I actually don't.  And it's funny that you mention that because I know I've 
worked with you with my last program I was doing and you totally helped me set 
that up and it was awesome, and now I'm thinking “wow, why didn't I do that?”  
So, yes, I am writing that down.

Michelle: Yeah, definitely, and it's one of those things that it kind of sucks, because by the 
time you can do it, usually it's getting to be kind of an issue because that's 
something that's very hard to do at the beginning of your business, because I 
know that I did it when I was very first getting clients, is I'd be like “okay, well 
this is how this service package is going to work” and then once it actually hits 
the fan, so to speak, that's not necessarily how it works in real life.  So it's 
something that it's hard to do until you have some clients under your belt, but as 
soon as you can that's a really good place to start, creating a task list, and I feel 
like the best way to do that is just to create a task list for the service with time 
estimates once you've done a couple, and if you're organized enough to actually 
track your time using a tool like Harvest or whatever, that's a really good thing 
too.  But, even just general time estimates is at least a good place to start, and 
then wait a few days and come back to it with anything that you forgot.  So, do 
you feel like that's something that you can do, or is there anything about that 
that would be unclear or hard for you to do?

Mara: No.  I think it would be a great idea, and these two programs I'm wanting to talk 
about, one of them has pretty specific time written into it, so I think it'll be 
relatively easy to do that, and the other one draws from pieces of a previous 
program, so I think I could estimate that, but I could totally see the benefit of 
just at least guessing in the beginning and then kind of evolving that, so this is 
definitely something I will be –

Michelle: And if you have … sorry, my AC kicked on so I'm going to turn it off just to make 
sure we don't have any background noise at all.  Sometimes it plays havoc with 
the Skype recordings and I didn't know if it was going to do that or not.  Yeah, 
and if you have data that you can use for your previous iterations of a service or 
previous services that's great.  It might not be something that you'll run into as 
much, I'm sure it will probably be something because there's always stuff that 
we forget about, but as much if you're moving into more of a consulting and 
coaching basis, because if you're consulting and coaching-based programs they 
usually have a specific amount, I mean there's administrative work and there's 
sort of a time overhead, but it's like “okay, well this program consists of three 
calls, consisting of 3 calls that are 60 minutes and 1 that's 90 minutes, or 
something.  So it's a lot easier to get an idea.  Kind of, so just a couple other good 
rules of thumb, is what I like to do when I'm doing stuff like this, is after you get 
this task list and you have the time estimates you'll want to add, and there'll be a 
worksheet for this in the workbook that's going to go out on Friday so you don't 
have to do all this from scratch, but depending on how long the program is, like 



if its something that's like a “wham, bam, thank you ma'am” type thing, or if it's 
like a longer 2 week or 4 week or 6 week program, you'll want to add probably 
30 to 60 minutes.  If its a longer program, if it's a 4 or 6 week program, maybe 
more like 90 minutes or 2 hours for the little tasks that you'll always forget, even 
if it's just something like checking the times on a schedule, or these little tiny 
tiny things that are, if we're tracking our time they're probably not going to be 
something we'll actually remember to track, but they add up.  And the switching 
costs, how when you're working on something then you switch to something else 
there's 5 or 10 minutes where you're really not going to be able to get to focus on 
it very well, so you'll want to add in some padding just for that.  And in general 
my philosophy with this stuff is that it's always, always better to pad your time 
estimates and your costs up rather than down, because if you wind up with 
something that's, even just a little bit short, it can help a huge impact on your 
stress level, because it's like, if you're booking 10 clients at once and you were off 
on all of them by 30 minutes or by an hour, that's 5 or 10 hours of time that you 
totally didn't take in to account.

Mara: Wow.

Michelle: Right?  Yeah, right?  So we don't have to keep it that way, we're like “oh”.

Mara: That just totally blew my mind.

Michelle: Yeah!  It makes sense though, doesn't it?  Because I've done that before and you 
don't think about how it stacks, and it's like, well, if I have 5 or 6 clients that I'm 
working with this week, and all of them are taking up 15 or 30 minutes of e-mail 
time that I forgot to add in when I was taking this into account, then that's, all 
told, 3 hours or something that you just totally forgot to take into account, and 
that sucks.

Mara: Yeah.  Especially if your programs add up to, you know, like $75 or $100 an 
hour, that ends up being quite a chunk.  That could be $1500 a month, no, more, 
like $2000.  That's crazy.

Michelle: It is crazy.

Mara: Thank you for pointing that out.

Michelle: No problem.  And so then once you have the whole task list with the 30 to 60 or 
90 minutes padded on the end, what I like to do is take that and multiply it by 1 
½, so you have more of an hourly range, because even if you sell things as a 
package, if you're more of a very definite hourly contractor this won't necessarily  
work the same, but if you have a package that is results-based and not so much 
“this is how many hours you get”, then you're going to have some clients where 
it'll be easy breezy and everything gets done, then you'll have other clients who 
are not necessarily, even if they're not necessarily pain in the ass clients 
although you might have some of those too, it'll just take a little longer, there 
might be more e-mail back and forth, or they might need you to do the full two 



rounds of revision instead of one round of revisions or whatever.  So when you 
take that, then you have this sort of range where it's like okay, well, this service 
package can take me 20 hours to 30 hours, and what you need to do with that is 
make sure that, at the higher end of the range, that you're still making the higher 
end of that range, you're still making the hourly rate that you want to make.

Mara: Yeah, that totally makes sense.

Michelle: And it's kind of one of those things where it's like, I almost dislike encouraging 
people to think in terms of hourly rate because I kind of think it's a broken 
model, but it's a really good thing to use as a springboard, you know what I 
mean?  And if you do all this math and you see that you're making, like $10 per 
hour as a freelancer or as an independent contractor, you know that's not 
sustainable.  So if things are really fucked it can be a good indicator of that.

Mara: Right, right.  Like it's a basis to know at least, this is like the most hours I would 
ever spend on this, and if I do that, then at least I know I'm still able to reach 
this goal every month.

Michelle: Yeah.  I'm still able, yeah.  Well, yeah, definitely.  And there's Freelance Switch, I 
think it is, has a good hourly rate calculator that takes into account your 
business overhead and your life overhead, and how many days you want to work 
a week and how many hours you want to work weekly, etc., and I'll send a link 
out to that in the call notes so that if someone really has no idea, because I think 
what a lot of people do, especially when they're starting out, is if you're 
switching from an industry where you were an employee, unless you're an 
employee working at a really high-powered company, or you were doing 
corporate consulting or something, a lot of people will look at your rates and 
they will be like “I can't charge $25 /hour, are you kidding me?  My last raise 
just put me at $18 or $20 or something”, and it's not the same when you're 
working for yourself, there's a lot more overhead just in stuff like health 
insurance, and all of this stuff that we totally forget to take into account.  So if 
you really just need a good place to even start, and be like “okay, well this is how 
much I need to not only break even, but put some money in savings and set 
aside money for taxes and all that jazz”, the rate calculator can be really good for 
that.

Mara: Yeah.

Michelle: Okay, so, something else you wanted to talk about was figuring out how many 
clients to take on at once, right?  

Mara: Mm hmm, yes.

Michelle: So, have you would up, and I think I already know the answer to this, but before 
has it happened where you've wound up where you took on too many clients at 
once and were just overloaded?



Mara: Yeah, very much so.  Yeah, there were definitely a couple weeks or more than 
that, actually, that I was losing my mind.  And I figured out that I was making, 
like, $10 an hour.  So all of that was very bad and I don't want to do that again.

Michelle: So, do you know about how many hours you want to work a week?

Mara: Umm.  I guess in total I'd like to work, I haven't really thought about this in so 
long.  I feel like the max amount of hours I'd like to work in a week is 40.  But 
like 35-40, and I think that also includes all the time that I would spend 
blogging and checking e-mails and doing anything business-related.  So, yeah.  I 
think I will say 40, for now.

Michelle: Okay.  Yeah, so, and if you have a range for this stuff, anyone listening, it's 
almost always better to go with the lower end of the range, just because of the 
stuff I mentioned earlier where we have these niggly tasks and we forget about 
them, and we forget about the energy they take and everything.  So, we'll go with 
40 just because 40 is an easier, rounder number to work with.  And I'm sure you 
already know that because you just mentioned it, but that's 40 hours a week and 
not all that is necessarily going to be client-related, so in general a good rule of 
thumb for a solo-preneur or a person who has one VA, someone who doesn't 
have a full-fledged team, about 10 of those hours are going to be spent on things 
like team management and e-mail back and forth that's not necessarily related 
to a certain client, just e-mail.  Marketing, writing blog posts, all of that stuff, so 
about 10 hours.  If you know exactly how much you spend on all that stuff, that's 
fantastic, I don't think I know anyone, including myself, totally not judging here 
because I don't know exactly how much time I spend on all that stuff, but 10 is a 
good rule of thumb.  So then 40 turns into 30 as far as how many hours a week 
you're actually working on client stuff or with client stuff.  And that's going to 
depend, some of that's going to depend too because if you're a designer, then it's 
going to be a little different then if you are strictly a consultant, and it's like all 
you do is – not all you do, not to sound dismissive, but – if you're doing a lot of 
behind-the-scenes work versus on the phone work, for example, because if 
you're doing a lot of behind-the-scenes work, then 30 hours might be a good 
number to go with as far as client-related stuff.  If most of the time you're 
spending with clients is on the phone, then you are probably not going to be able 
to book 30 hours a week unless you are an insane extrovert, which some people 
are but most people I know would be absolutely fried spending 30 hours a week 
of actual on-the-phone time, or even 20.  

Mara: Yeah.  I think the most phone time I probably want to spend a week is 16 hours, 
at the most maybe.  Like 12-16.

Michelle: Okay, that's good though, that's good that you know that, okay.  So, if you know 
how much phone time you want to spend, because of the task list you have that 
breaks down your programs, you'll know exactly how much phone time each one 
of those takes, or maybe not “exactly” exactly, but you'll have a good idea of how 
much phone time each one of those takes, so you can take that and be like “okay,  
well this is how much time I'm spending a week”, and then you turn that into, 



what, 48 hours a month to 55, that's not exactly right I don't think, but let's just 
say 48-55 hours a month on the phone.  And if each client package has 6 hours 
of phone call time, then I could feasibly book … this is difficult, I can't talk and 
do math at the same time.  5, yeah, 5 clients a month?  No that's not right, oh 
man!  Just a second, I have to pull out a calculator.  8, okay that's better!  I 
didn't know that about myself, but apparently I can't do basic math and talk at 
the same time.  So, if you know that the max, and this can get a little trickier if a 
package is longer than a month, or shorter than a month, or whatever, but if you 
have 48 hours of face-to-face, quote on quote, client time a month, and you 
know that each person who buys this package takes 6 hours of face-to-face time, 
which is a high estimate, then that's 8 clients a month.  So you know that, okay, 
for this period I need to book no more than 8 clients a month.  That's my upper 
limit, that's how much I can physically do and not be, like, crazy burned out.  
Does that make sense?

Mara: Yes, it does.

Michelle: And I think it might be helpful, well I'm sure it will be helpful, this is just 
something that just struck me right off the hand, but I know that it's not 
necessarily, like, when you're working with someone it's not like they always 
sign on at the beginning of the month, you know?  So it might be good to just 
keep a running list, whether it's something really really simple, you could 
probably make this, some kind of complex Google spreadsheet with start dates 
and end dates and all stuff, but even if it's just something as simple as a running 
list for each month in Springpad or Evernote, it would probably be a good idea 
to mark when clients start, and just, okay, so Jimmy John signed on on October 
15th and I'm going to be working with him until November 30th.  Just so you 
have an idea, like okay, so that's half the time for October, and that's someone 
I'm going to be working with all of November, so that means that already, even if 
we're only halfway through October, I need to make sure that I don't book any 
more than 7 other clients who are going to be taking over most of November.

Mara: Okay, I see what you're saying.

Michelle: Yeah, okay.  That's good because I wasn't sure it made sense.  As I was saying it 
out loud I was like “I hope this is all making sense”.

Mara: Yeah, so just making sure that I don't have more than 8 clients going at any one 
time, and that means, yeah, because I think, well, one of my issues with taking 
on too many clients in my last program was that I calculated like “oh, I can have 
8 clients at one time”, and that's fine, but this was for building websites, but the 
issue was that I shouldn't have taken them all on at the same time, so then I got 
to week number 4 when it was time to design the websites and I had 8 websites 
to design in a 2-week period, so I feel like I should have staggered them from the 
beginning or something.  I don't know, do you have any suggestions for avoiding 
that?

Michelle: Well, I think maybe, if you've got a program like that, that's a really good 



question by the way, if you've got something like that where you know that with 
the hours in a month you can have 8 clients at any given time, as long as they 
aren't the same, you know, as long as it's not 8 people booked at once, then I 
would think the best way to do it would be to keep track just on a weekly basis, 
and just make sure you're not taking any more than, like, 2 clients a week or 
however many clients.  If you know you can design 2 websites within a 2-week 
period and be okay, then making sure you're only taking on 2 clients a week and 
no more than that, and if someone wants to sign up be like “okay, I'm going to 
have to put you on a wait-list for a week or two weeks and we can start then”.  
You can put that in a posit if you want, or whatever policies you have around 
that, but, does that make sense?

Mara: Yeah.  So, think it terms of scheduling people in advance, like, just because 
you're taking on a client doesn't mean you have to start then.

Michelle: Yeah, exactly.  And I think, especially, we've all got money stuff, so it can be hard 
to tell someone “well, I want to work together, I actually don't have space right 
now”.  If someone really wants to work with you, waiting a week to start or even 
two weeks is not going to be a huge deal.  If you have a 3-month waiting list, 
you're probably to the point where you're not going to feel bad about telling 
people you've got a waiting list that long because you'll be doing pretty well, 
financially, but just making sure, even if it takes some time getting comfortable 
to it you can totally word it as “because of the way this program is structured, I 
have to stagger my clients so that I can give everybody the attention they 
deserve, so because of that, we won't be able to get started until X date”.  You 
know?

Mara: Yeah, that make's sense, that totally makes sense.

Michelle: Okay.  So last thing we're going to talk about was actually scheduling the spots 
onto your calendar.  Do you want to, can you tell me a little bit more about what 
specific issues you're running into with that?  Or has the stuff we've already 
talked about helped you enough that you don't … 

Mara: I think that, actually, that last bit cleared it up, and I think it'll be easier once I 
do the task list, and I have an amount of time for each of those tasks.  I could 
just actually schedule them into my calendar then add, I guess I would need a 
start date first, but yeah.  I'm sorry, I'm totally … processing for a moment.  No, I 
think that that's helpful.  Like if I have the task list done, then when somebody 
signs up I can just schedule all the tasks into my calendar when the sign up, then 
I will be able to see how much time I actually have available for other clients.

Michelle: Okay, cool.  Okay, so, even though it might not be as relevant for you, just for the 
benefit of the other peeps listening, I'm going to go over some stuff I had noted 
down.  I might have actually misunderstood what you meant when you said 
“scheduling the spots on to your calendar”, but –

Mara: I want to hear them anyway.



Michelle: You're a good student, Mara.  Okay, so some of the things I had noted down is 
that, when it comes to scheduling actual client calls, what I thought you meant 
was like scheduling client time, like client calls, you can batch, and some people 
do this really really well, I was actually reading what was it, it was something by 
Fabienne Fredrickson I think, and she was talking about the way she would 
rather work.  She has X amount of coaching days a month, like 9 or 10 or 
something coaching days a month.  Entering those coaching days it's like she has 
8 hours of back-to-back client calls and she really likes it that way because she 
feels like it's the most efficient for her business.  I would personally be probably 
clinically brain dead after 8 hours of back-to-back calls, and 2 is pushing it for 
me.  So that's one of those things that it's like some people can do that really 
well, some people can batch client calls and it works extremely effectively for 
them and makes them really efficient.  Your mileage may vary on that, and you 
probably, as you're listening to this you will probably know if that's something 
that will work for you or not.  Because like I said, I can't really, if I do 2 back-to-
back calls and I get to the end of the second one and I'm still high-energy, then 
I'm doing really well.  A couple other things is that it's a really good idea to have 
office hours, quote on quote, that you book client calls during, and just stick to 
them.  I mean, there's some leeway for time zones, so my office hours are 9-5 
and I generally don't book outside of them, but with some of my Australian 
clients I'll occasionally book a call for 6:00, or on very rare occasions, 7:00.  And 
on those days it's just important for me to manage my energy and to stop, like if 
I have a client call at 6:00 than I stop working at 3:30 or 4:00 instead of 5:00, 
then I get back on my computer at 5:30 to go over our notes and agenda and 
everything and prepare for the call.  So, having office hours that you book during 
will just be helpful, just because it's one of those things that takes a bit of energy 
off of your mind, it's one of those things that sounds kind of stupid, but if you 
know that you have office hours and you can just tell people “well, my office 
hours are between 9-5, Monday through Thursday” then you don't have to think 
about it every time someone asks you when they can book with you.  

 Depending on how much you want to work and how much recharge time you 
need, it's a good idea to have a day a week where you don't book meetings, and if 
you're at a spot where that's something you need, then even 2 days a week is 
probably fine.  Like I said, since I don't book calls back-to-back, my personal 
policy is that I don't do any more than 2 meetings a day, and I have just started 
– me and Mara were talking about this before the recording started – I have just  
started definitely blocking out Fridays for business development and marketing 
work, because that's another thing we forget about.  If you're super super busy it 
seems like it's really important to work on client work all the time, but if you do 
that, unless you have clients who absolutely love to refer you, and that's one of 
those things that it seems like if people are happy they would automatically refer  
you, but in some industries that's not going to happen, and especially like really 
personal stuff, like not everybody wants to be like “yeah, I have a life coach, and 
they're great”, because then people are like “wait, you have a life coach?  What 
kind of problems do you have that you need a life coach?”  You know, like 
therapy.  I've heard that for therapists and then of course really personal stuff 



like sex help or whatever, but anyways, my point being that we cannot rely on 
our clients to find new clients for us.  Ideally, yes, your clients will be incredibly 
happy and will be talking about you to everyone they meet, but they might not, 
and that doesn't even mean that they're unhappy with the service they got, it just 
means that for whatever reason they're not gonna do it.  So we can't rely on our 
clients to find new clients for us, so we have to make sure that even when we're 
busy we are actively blocking time out for us and for our business, and if we're 
really really busy then it's probably a good idea to maybe even take two days a 
week for that, even though it'll make you feel stressed out because if you're 
working all the time around the clock you're going to wind up totally burned out, 
and then you won't be able to do good work, then it all goes to shit.  So, there's a 
couple of calendar … now that I got done with that little miniature rant there, 
there's a couple of calendar solutions that you guys might find useful for stuff 
like this.  TimeTrade is a really common one, and a lot of people love 
TimeTrade, I just started using ScheduleOnce and I really like it, and there's like 
one or two other ones that all might be good depending on your industry, there's 
Satori.  It's either “Sit-OR-ee” or “SAT-or-ee”, I don't know how to say it, but it's 
kind of an all-in-one scheduling and billing tool for coaches, and I know there's 
another one that I'm forgetting so I'll include links to those with the recording 
and in the workbook.  Did that bring up any new questions for you, Mara?

Mara: Not necessarily questions, but definitely reminded me that I would like to 
schedule in specific client time.  I mean, I have my regular business hours but I'd 
like to pick chunks of time that I meet with people.  I think it's important to not 
just be forever available.

Michelle: Yeah, I think so too.  And right now I have it set up where people can book with 
me any time between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., and I think I might even actually 
switch it to where I only meet with people in the morning or in the afternoon, so 
that no matter what I have a 3 or 4 hour chunk in the middle of the day where I 
can actually get some work done.  Because there's nothing worse than, well of 
course there are worse things, but you know, it kind of sucks when you're in the 
flow of work and then you stop to get on a meeting, and then it's like you have 15 
or 30 minutes or even an hour until the next meeting when it's like you can't 
really effectively get anything done in the meantime because that's not enough 
time to really get in the flow, so you're just kind of forced to work on niggly stuff 
until next time you get on a call.

 Okay, so if you do not have any more questions than I think that wraps our hot-
seating.

Mara: Awesome!  Thanks so much, Michelle, that was super helpful.  And I'm excited 
to go calculate all of this.

Michelle: No problem.  I'll definitely, it will be taken into account in the workbook so if 
you want to you can wait until that gets sent out so you don't have to start from 
scratch, so it's all formatted and printable and everything.



Mara: Okay, awesome.

Michelle: Okay guys, that was Michelle from Bombchelle.com, and I was hot-seating Mara 
Belzer from marabelzer.com, who is awesome.  And I really appreciated her 
being super interactive with us today.  If you have any questions that did not get 
addressed during the Systems 201 call that this recording brought up, then just 
go ahead and send me an e-mail at michelle@bombchelle.com and I'll get them 
taken care of.  Thanks!

Mara: Thanks!


